Active Media
Archives
Archives for Petabyte-scale Unstructured Data
The Challenge

Tape is the incumbent technology for long-term archiving of large-scale data such as digital media assets. But the medium also has
its challenges: tape archives are typically slow, with high retrieval latency, which is impractical for the simultaneous retrieval of many
files. Managing large quantities of tape media also increases the cost of ownership. Guaranteeing data integrity over time is another
key challenge that requires trusting the tape media. The problem of tape media refresh and migration will continue to become worse
as capacities increase beyond hundreds of Petabytes. It is like painting the Golden Gate Bridge from end-to-end while the bridge is
growing in length.
Access to archival data is a key requirement for applications in industries such as media & entertainment, where large digital media
assets are frequently re-purposed (for example, the release of a “Director’s Cut” or the creation of promotional content for multiple
environments, with different resolutions). With the rapid advancements in disk storage technology, disk-based data archives provide
new opportunities for “active archives”. Such solutions offer the performance and convenience of disk, but at a new low-cost of ownership.
With revolutionary software control, disk-based archive solutions can solve problems like providing ultra-reliable long-term archive life
(archives should not need backup), assured data integrity, seamless scalability, automated management and low operational costs.

The Solution

Solution Benefits

A combined solution from HGST and QStar addresses these needs and delivers compelling business benefits. Using industry leading technology designed for the Media
and Entertainment environment, HGST and QStar optimize the ingestion and archival storage of valuable video content. The solution also provides another key benefit:
standardized access over file protocols. This enables a familiar and convenient way to
store, access and manage large-scale data in an online manner.

• Fast archive store and retrieve using disk
• Reliable long term content preservation

• Simple connectivity using Native CIFS or NFS
• Retention Periods for lifecycle management
• Eliminate the risk of lost video assets

• Compatible with all MAM or DAM solutions
• Multiple stores created of different content
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Active Archive System Benefits
• Low-latency, online access to data
Active Archive System is the first disk-based storage system designed specifically for building large
active archives of unstructured data. The Object Storage system addresses the challenges of reliable,
low-cost and very large-scale active archives for unstructured data. It enables the maintenance of data
beyond hundreds of petabytes. This includes media assets (images, audio, video), large documents and
other assets.Active Archive System solves the key issue of reliability on high-density disk drives, in order
to provide unbreakable storage on the most cost-effective disks. It enables the maintenance of data
beyond hundreds of petabytes with ten 9’s durability.
Active Archive System is built on a scalable architecture, consisting of high-density, low power storage
nodes, and high-performance controller nodes. Controller nodes provide fully-shared access to the
global storage pool. The controllers feature HGST’s BitSpread technology, which eliminates the need
to keep multiple copies of files. BitSpread takes a different approach to how data is written to disk
than traditional disk storage technologies: it employs an encoding technology to first split and encode
each data object into chunks, and. then distribute them over as many disks in the system as possible.
As the system only requires a subset of the chunks to restore the original data object, it can survive
the failure of multiple disks or even entire storage nodes.

• Long-Term Archive Life with
Auto-migration
• Unbreakable Storage
• Scalability with low management effort
• 50-70% lower storage overhead
• Lowest TCO: lower capex, 90%
lower power, 50-70% less floor space
• Self-Managing: Automated repair after
disk failures

The back-end storage pool is spread over as many storage nodes as is required to meet capacity and
reliability requirements. The system automatically manages balancing of storage allocation for optimal
utilization, performance and to provide the ultimate in data reliability. The software running on the storage nodes is BitDynamics, which provides automated out-of-band storage management functions such
as data integrity verification, self-monitoring, and automatic data healing, scrubbing and garbage collection. BitDynamics keeps the storage system healthy and optimized without the need for manual human
interventions. To scale the system, unlimited storage nodes can be added at any time. BitDynamics
enables BitSpread encoders to use the added capacity to store data, without requiring reconfiguration
of the virtual disks that are in use by your applications.

QStar Archive Manager Benefits
• Creates CIFS/NFS gateway
QStar’s Archive Manager software creates a gateway for Active Archive System to provide a quick
and easy method of archiving any file-based archive content. The gateway presents the archive as a
network share or mount point. Using CIFS or NFS, applications, servers or clients can easily store,
search and retrieve data within the HGST archive.
For easy integration with an individual organization’s network environment, the gateway created by
QStar can be used on any Windows, Linux, AIX or Solaris server. With decades of enterprise storage experience, QStar can ensure that archived digital assets are preserved for rapid access in a very cost
effective format.
QStar software also allows retention periods to be set, converting data into a secure read-only format for
a set period of time. Optionally, data can be automatically removed at the end of this period, allowing
the re-use of the freed capacity. Multiple retention periods can be created to support different data sets
to meet varying business needs.
Optionally, the QStar Archive Replicator software, can replicate archive data to multiple sites and to
other archive technologies, creating disaster recovery copies.

• Rapid access to all archived video
assets
• Integrated with Active Archive
System S3 API interface
• Long term asset preservation and
management
• Highly scalable supporting billions
of files
• Available for Windows, Linux or
UNIX
• Optional policy-based data migration
and replication

For organizations with video content already stored on primary disk systems, QStar Network Migrator
software offers policy-based migration for Windows, Linux or UNIX. Network Migrator finds files
suitable for archiving, those that have been created some time ago and have not been accessed
recently, and then migrates them to the archive. This can be done as a “stub and migrate” process
leaving a stubbed file pointer behind or a “move” process that leaves nothing on primary storage. If
desired, a “copy” process can be added, so reducing the need to backup completed material.
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